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Large e-book regjistri and gjendjes Civile Shqiperi free download. Get acquainted with the book "Maritime trade of Tatarstan, Russia and foreign states in the 17th century" (in Tatar), written by professor of the Central State Pedagogical University named after. Ulyanova Z. G. Ibragimov. This is a generalization of the centuries-old experience of the Crimean Tatars in trade and
industry. This book summarizes the best experience of Tatar entrepreneurs from Tatarstan and Russia in the economy and trade in the period from the beginning of the 19th century to the beginning of the 21st century. In addition, the author is a member of the International Union of Writers and a translator of works written in Tatar and Russian, as well as a doctor of historical

sciences. The book successfully passed Tatar presentations in Tatarstan in 2009 and 2013. Chapter 1. Feudal form of farming by Tatar feudal lords. Tatar medieval feudalism developed under the conditions of the multi-vector foreign policy of the Russian state. The Tatars showed a certain independence in their internal affairs, but at the same time they were under the patronage of
the Russian tsar and under him occupied one of the prominent positions in the feudal system as a military service class. The feudal nobility, which constituted the top of the service class, could maintain political and economic sovereignty within the Russian state, but everything was subject to the regulation of the tsarist government. Relations between feudal lords and boyars were built

on the principle of "divide and conquer". The servants of power considered the feudal lords as their personal caste, and the feudal lords as their faithful servants. With the advent of hereditary royal power in the person of Ivan the Terrible, with its strict legislation and the establishment of a vertical of power, they went on the offensive against the feudal nobility. Thus was dealt a
mortal blow to the boyar clan in the Golden Horde. Tsarist power interrupted centuries-old traditions. The public consciousness of the feudal nobility actively supported the tsar in his desire to limit the power of the feudal lords. In their desire to rise one step higher on the social ladder, the feudal lords entered into unions, agreed to a certain degree of independence.This was most
clearly manifested as attributes in the rivalry between Ivan the Terrible and his son, Vasily III. According to the fair conclusion of A. N. Sakharov, Vasily III was "the first Russian tsar, who was considered "not afraid of anyone", "Ivan the Terrible"". No less important was the agreement concluded between Vasily and Kazan in 1493. According to its terms, when dividing Vasily's

possessions between his sons
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